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Here you can find the menu of The Thai Forest in New Forest. At the moment, there are 16 meals and drinks on
the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about The Thai Forest:

authenticity Thai food and great service! I want to say thanks to chef for cooking really Thai taste, which I asked
for super spicy for drunk nudel and papaya salat. by the way, tom kha is crazy tasty for my hubby and he wants
me to share the food review for this restaurant read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside

and have something in pleasant weather. What Tomato Jay doesn't like about The Thai Forest:
Main ingredient in The Thai Forest is salt, probably to hide unwanted taste. Vegetables has been raw instead

cooked, rude staff, the most expensive place I visited during my 5 days holiday. Absolutely not recommend. read
more. The Thai Forest The brilliant Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the perfect balance of familiar flavors and

exciting new creations will amaze!, tasty vegetarian recipes are also on the menu available. The meals are
prepared typically Asian, Moreover, the delicious desserts of the house shine not only on children's plates

and in children's eyes.
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India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Asiatisch� Gericht� - Huh�
THAI CURRY

�a� dishe�
PAD THAI

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Salad�
SALAD

PAPAYA SALAD

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

VEGAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SWEET AND SOUR PORK

DESSERTS

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

PORK MEAT

PRAWNS

DUCK
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